PROTECT YOUR STUDENTS AND STAFF

With School Safety preparedness for active assailant incidents becoming more crucial, schools and cities need a way to let students and staff share threats and support “See Something...Say Something” programs. With the Everbridge Safety Connection Mobile application faculty and staff have an instant way to access a mobile panic button with two-way communications.

With Safety Connection Mobile, there's no limit to the number of messages or recipients, enabling every staff member to send internal notifications for fast communication that can improve response during disruptions.

- Enable 'See Something...Say Something' programs.
- Mobile SOS functionality allows students and staff to request assistance in times of need.
- Instantly notify local staff and first responders of a potential incident.
- Automatically warn people entering an area with active events.
SAFETY CONNECTION MOBILE

MULTIPLE SAFETY OPTIONS
+ Location Check-in
+ Safe Corridor
+ Emergency call to 911 or local security
+ SOS Panic button

SAFETY CONNECTION MOBILE provides SOS functionality that allows individuals to request assistance directly from their smartphone in times of need. Our mobile app changes your smartphone into a secret bodyguard to help students and staff:
+ Stay safe when on campus.
+ Stay informed of school alerts.
+ See Something...Say Something.

SAFE CORRIDOR
Safely walk on campus by leaving a breadcrumb of your locations. If you don’t check-in, an SOS will automatically trigger an emergency request.

SOS PANIC BUTTON
Automatically notify first responders with your geo-coded SOS location and transmit live audio and streaming video of the surrounding area.

KEY CAPABILITIES

KEEP PEOPLE INFORMED
Safety Connection Mobile helps:
+ Automate communications and collaboration for mustering purposes and evacuation plans.
+ Target outreach via SMS text, voice, mobile app, digital signage or desktop alerts.
+ Instantly trigger a personal SOS alert to send a message to your team or first responders.

IMPROVE PERSONAL SAFETY
Safety Connection Mobile provides SOS functionality that allows individuals to request assistance directly from their smartphone in times of need. Our mobile app changes your smartphone into a secret bodyguard to help students and staff:
+ Stay safe when on campus.
+ Stay informed of school alerts.
+ See Something...Say Something.

PRIVATE INCIDENT ZONES
Automatically send multi-modal alerts to people who enter a geofenced area with an active event. Easily reach people who may have just arrived at a location and were not sent previous alerts.

About Everbridge
Everbridge, Inc. (NASDAQ: EVBG) is the global leader in critical event management and enterprise safety applications that automate and accelerate an organization’s operational response to critical events in order to keep people safe and businesses running faster. Everbridge is based in Boston and Los Angeles with additional offices in San Francisco, Lansing, London and Stockholm.

For a full product description, along with best practices and product details please see the Everbridge User Guide and Everbridge University.